7 N E W WAY S T O

POOL DAY
on

ICON OF THE SEAS
DECK 7

Save room for some extra splash — the new Icon of the SeasSM has an
all-you-can-swim buffet of unique pools to satisfy any mood you’re in.
Take your pick of seven different pools, plus nine whirlpools. And you’ll
always feel connected to the sea with next-level ocean views from
every one. It’s your day your way — soak up every minute.

SURFSIDE WATER’S EDGE
Family-Friendly Pool
Grownups have the best seat under the sun to
unwind between adventures. Kick back on an
in-water lounger or claim one of the islands dotting
the pool and soak up infinite ocean views just steps
away from the action at Splashaway BaySM.

DECK 15

HIDEAWAY POOL
First Suspended Infinity Pool at Sea
Floating in mid-air eight stories up, this engineering
marvel is like nothing you’ve ever seen — or
swam — before. With its own resident DJ and
seamless sunset views, it’s the ultimate spot for
beach club vibes going all day.

SUSPENDED

65

FEET HIGH

OVER

DECK 15

ROYAL BAY
Largest Pool at Sea

40,000
GALLONS

There’s always a seat open for you here. With over
40,000 gallons of water, this sprawling oasis is
complete with in-water loungers, raised whirlpools
for elevated views and plenty of space to soak up
the sun — or make a splash.

DECK 15

COVE POOL
Oceanfront Infinity Pool
If a more low-key vibe is calling your name, this
infinity edge pool offers serene ocean views just
steps away from all the sun-drenched action of
Chill Island.

DECK 17
FOR AGES

16+

CLOUD 17
Adults-Only Pool Deck
Tucked away on the top deck, this open-air
sanctuary is high above ordinary. Unwind in a
new stratosphere of chic with a secluded pool,
cantilevered whirlpool, and private access to
The Lime & Coconut® bar.
For guests ages 16 and up only

DECK 16

SWIM & TONIC
SWIM-UP BAR & POOL
Largest Swim-Up Bar at Sea
Drift on over and submerge yourself into the coolest
way to sip, or kick back on one of the in-water
loungers for just a splash of the action. Overflowing
with island vibes and DJ beats, max refreshment is
never more than a wade away.

DECK 18

THE GROVE
SUITE SUN DECK POOL
Dedicated Suite Guest Area
Slip away to the upgraded pool deck exclusively for VIP
guests. Take a dip in the pool, unwind in the whirlpool
or relax on a swinging day bed. This elevated retreat
is perched high up in the Suite Neighborhood with
endless ocean views across two decks.
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